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A collection of essays on the Church of Scientology. Stories include "Trump Joins Church of

Scientology," "Why You Should Join Scientology NOW!" “L. Ron Hubbard’s Concert Rider,”

“Celebrities That Joined Scientology and Then Disappeared,” “Church of Scientology Declares

Themselves Ineligible for Athletic Competition Due to Their Super-Powers,” “Scientology

Running Out of Third World Countries to Recruit In,” The Last Days of Scientology,” and the

actual details of secret OT-9 and OT-10, exclusive to this book! If you are aware of Scientology,

you will like this book discussing their mishaps, strange happenings, and uproarious incidents.

“In this book, authors Ervin Laszlo and Frederick Tsao solve many mysteries and shed light on

the path we can take toward a better world. But even more than this, they point to the path for

shifting to a new paradigm of consciousness so that our ailing planet can be healed—because

without this leap in consciousness, it won’t happen.” —Deepak Chopra --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorErvin László is a Hungarian philosopher of science,

systems theorist, integral theorist (and originally a concert pianist) who has published about 75

books and over 400 papers. An advocate of the theory of quantum consciousness, Laszlo has

a PhD from the Sorbonne and is the recipient of four honorary PhD’s (from the United States,

Canada, Finland, and Hungary). His many awards and distinctions include the Peace Prize of

Japan, the Goi Award (Tokyo 2002), the International Mandir of Peace Prize (Assisi 2005), and

nomination for the Nobel Peace Prize (2004 and 2005). Deepak Chopra™ MD, FACP, founder

of The Chopra Foundation, a non-profit entity for research on well-being and humanitarianism,

and Chopra Global, a modern-day health company at the intersection of science and

spirituality, is a world-renowned pioneer in integrative medicine and personal transformation.

Frederick Tsao is the fourth-generation leader of IMC Pan Asia Alliance Group, born in the

East and educated in the West. He became chairman in 1995 and transformed the family

business from a traditional shipping company to a multinational conglomerate. Fred has

published over 30 books in Chinese, concluding that we are amidst a major consciousness

shift and at the dawn of a new era. He advocates that business should transform and reform

our era. For this, he founded OCTAVE Institute, a comprehensive integrated life journey

approach towards well-being. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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My Scamatology BookBy Al N. Grahamc) 2017 NewNaldrett PressDedicationThis book is not

meant to disparage people who were once in the Church of Scientology, or the people who are

still members of the Church. I support any group and anyone that tries to make it easier for a

former Scientologist, Jehovah’s Witness, or any other member of a mind-bending organization.

For many people, it is truly, “But there for the Grace of God go I.”That is why this book is

dedicated to everyone who has been the victim of mind-trapping organizations, and may God

help them find their way back to truth, their own thinking, and practice of free will.Introduction �

The organization I refer to when I say Scamatology is actually “The Church of Scientology,”

although they are very different from the usual concept of a church. They are very thin-skinned

and hate criticism. The “church” has been known to retaliate to critics with lawsuits and

harassment. For many years the media wouldn’t report on Scientology since the “church”

would retaliate by mentally and physically harassing the people involved. �I had my own, early,

and very memorable run-ins with the church. Even though I can proudly say I never totally

succumbed to drinking the Kool-Aid, I did get close enough to the flame to see what attracted

the converts. I did one of the things they truly hated and tested for on the e-meters whenever

they suspected—people spying or “trying to gain information” on Scientology.There was an

organization that provided information about cults, CAN, the Cult-Awareness Network. Since

Scientology didn’t like this, they sued the organization for their “deprogramming” practices and

caused to group to go bankrupt. Scientology bought the name and resources from a

bankruptcy auction and continued the Cult Awareness Network into a pro-cult

group! Because I had an interesting view of the church’s workings in the late 1970’s, its

failings, and some very questionable practices, and I guess because it’s kind of fun, I like

making fun of Scientology, not that they don’t make themselves an easy target.Table of

ContentsChapter One: Scientology Shenanagins Chapter Two: $cientology $poofs

Chapter Three: The Origin of Scientology and My History with Them

Chapter Four: The Pulp Fiction of L. Ron

Hubbard Afterword Scientology GlossaryChapter One: Scientology ShenanigansI think

the Church of Scientology really came into wide public view when Time magazine did an article

on them by Richard Behar, in 1991. This was not the first major magazine articles on or about

Scientology (Life, Look, and the Los Angeles Times had all done less-than-favorable articles),

but the Time article was the first one that came across as a major “expose” in quite a few years.
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did get close enough to the flame to see what attracted the converts. I did one of the things

they truly hated and tested for on the e-meters whenever they suspected—people spying or

“trying to gain information” on Scientology.There was an organization that provided information

about cults, CAN, the Cult-Awareness Network. Since Scientology didn’t like this, they sued the

organization for their “deprogramming” practices and caused to group to go bankrupt.

Scientology bought the name and resources from a bankruptcy auction and continued the Cult

Awareness Network into a pro-cult group! Because I had an interesting view of the

church’s workings in the late 1970’s, its failings, and some very questionable practices, and I

guess because it’s kind of fun, I like making fun of Scientology, not that they don’t make

themselves an easy target.Table of ContentsChapter One: Scientology Shenanagins

Chapter Two: $cientology $poofs Chapter Three: The Origin of
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think the Church of Scientology really came into wide public view when Time magazine did an

article on them by Richard Behar, in 1991. This was not the first major magazine articles on or

about Scientology (Life, Look, and the Los Angeles Times had all done less-than-favorable

articles), but the Time article was the first one that came across as a major “expose” in quite a

few years. �I later learned that Reader’s Digest had printed a 1980 article, Anatomy of a

Frightening Cult by Eugene Methvin. The Reader’s Digest also published a synopsis of the

Behar Time Magazine article in 1991. �I had first heard about Scientology around 1974 when a

friend of mine was given a personality test by them and came back to tell us about how

mercenary they seemed. Later, we found out that he had taken the test on the behest of his

older brother, who had succumbed to their charms. �Upon moving to California, I next

encountered Scientology in San Francisco, as recounted in Chapter 3. After those events

transpired, I didn’t hear about them again for decades except for the stray reference here and

there.As time went on and the Internet transpired, I found articles about Scientology by

Googling the subject and also a column in the New York Village Voice that ran daily reports on

Scientology by journalist & editor Tony Ortega. The column morphed into The Underground

Bunker website tonyortega.orgAfter I became an academic librarian at one of the local

colleges, I noticed we were always getting Scientology’s books, by the box, sent to us

unsolicited.I took one of the surveys and answered it not-too-seriously and sent it back. I also

remarked in the Village Voice blog about the books Scientology sends libraries that just get

thrown into the trash. I got a call from Tony the editor and he mentioned that he might like to

feature it in his column.In the article, I use Scientology terminology. “Clear a word” means to

look it up in the dictionary a thousand times or so. “Going clear” is the first level of getting rid of

“engrams,” in short, bad memories that still affect you.Tony Ortega called and checked a few

facts and printed this passage:Scientology has a campaign to get their literature into libraries.

Through Bridge Publications, they send out packages containing numerous Scientology

materials, both books and DVDs. They then follow up with phone calls to see if the libraries

received the items and shelved them. In our library, the phone calls are usually forwarded to

me, one of the reference librarians. When I first talked to Bridge Publications I told them we

were not interested in their books as they did not have scientific research available to verify

their claims. Also, there was no peer review involved, that is, the books were not checked over

by anyone qualified to verify the claims, such as a scientist or philosopher. The employee

assured me that there WAS research done by Mr. L. Ron and she would send it. What she

sent me was testimonials to the scientific acumen of Mr. L. Ron, including the nuclear physicist

bit. After I explained that this wasn’t “research,” and what I wanted to see was how many



people were sampled in the surveys and how many were in the control group, and other

examples of using a scientific method. I offered to e-mail her an example so she could see

what most of the free world considers “research.” I never heard from her again.  
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materials, both books and DVDs. They then follow up with phone calls to see if the libraries

received the items and shelved them. In our library, the phone calls are usually forwarded to

me, one of the reference librarians. When I first talked to Bridge Publications I told them we

were not interested in their books as they did not have scientific research available to verify

their claims. Also, there was no peer review involved, that is, the books were not checked over

by anyone qualified to verify the claims, such as a scientist or philosopher. The employee

assured me that there WAS research done by Mr. L. Ron and she would send it. What she

sent me was testimonials to the scientific acumen of Mr. L. Ron, including the nuclear physicist

bit. After I explained that this wasn’t “research,” and what I wanted to see was how many

people were sampled in the surveys and how many were in the control group, and other

examples of using a scientific method. I offered to e-mail her an example so she could see

what most of the free world considers “research.” I never heard from her again. About every six

months to a year, the whole process starts over. I did an e-mail search and there have been

more than ten different people over the years calling and e-mailing trying to get Scientology

books into our library. One variation they people use is to just promote L. Ron s science fiction

stories, with no mention of Scientology. The websites for the pulp fiction of L. Ron are quite

folksy, kind of reminding one of sites that sell old radio shows. They also have a bio of L. Ron

on the website that has no mention of Scientology whatsoever (they must not want to alienate

the librarians and science-fiction fans).No matter how many times we tell them to please

DON’T SEND ANY MORE CRAP, they keep sending boxes of material.Here is a typical

letter:Dear Librarian,I work for a company and have a set of audio CDs that I would like to

donate to your library. They are newly released and just becoming available to the bookstores.

These come in individual plastic cases that are shelf-ready.There are 26 individual lectures

covering a variety of subjects such as: Family and Children, Money, Increasing Efficiency,

Study and Education, the Mind, the Soul, Hope, Help and more.I want to best facilitate your

library's needs in accepting these donations and so would appreciate it if you'd spend a

moment and write back to me on the following:1. Would you want all 26 titles in one mailing

(one small box)?2. Would they be shelved by subject or by author?3. Is there any other

information you would need to accept these as part of your collection?Thank you very much for

your time.Sincerely,Denise WhitleyResearch/PlanningBridge Publications, Inc.Here is a survey

they sent filled out with MY responses, mostly telling them that in no way were we interested in

more Scientology books. They apparently don’t keep any records of who they talked to or read

the surveys they get back, or maybe it’s just that the person in the post changes so often. Here

is the survey with my responses in italics:Dear Librarian,In an effort to better understand how

libraries catalog and select audio/visual materials for their collection, Bridge Publications would

greatly appreciate the completion of the following short survey.What are the key factors

considered in evaluating audio-visual for selection and shelving?We mainly have audiovisual

for faculty only and don't need anything about Scientology, so please don't send anything.Do

you shelf all the AV material you acquire?No, especially not the Scientology ones.What audio/



visual properties makes (sic) them undesirable to put on the shelving?Ones with no scientific

research or backing noted, with no peer review process (clear that if you're not sure what I

mean) or ones from repressive organizations.Does the packaging need any specific

information?It must not say Scientology or any of its subsidiary organizations.Does your library

acquire AV self- help material?Yes, but only actual, peer-reviewed items.Is their (sic, they didn’t

clear this word either) any cataloging information we can provide that might facilitate the

shelving process?Just don't send any materials and that will help us by not having to throw

them out again.Is there anything else you would like to add?We have had your books on the

shelf, no one checks them out. We put them in our book sale, no one buys them. We put them

in the free box, no one wants them. So, we give them to recyclers who give the money to the

disadvantaged. You could skip the middle man and directly donate to an anti-hunger

organization not connected to Scientology since that's what we would do. Or just don't send

any more materials. There are other letters that mention the free books available by

author and humanitarian L. Ron. The letter then provides a list of books, each focusing on a

different L. Ron specialty such as writing poetry and lyrics, all about marine life, the art and

philosophy of art, and more! With the letter was a checklist we were to send back checking the

various books we would like donated to our library. �After being mentioned in the Village Voice

blog, I started writing items to post on blogs that I thought would be humorous. I use the

church’s phrases and jargon, which I try to explain a bit, but it’s all pretty nutty. Scientology has

their own made-up words for some things and with others, they change regular words to mean

something else.
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ChuckBeattyxHOEYologist75to03, “Funny take on an unfunny modern scam. This is a

hindsight joking impression of Scientology by a onetime 1970s beginner Scientologist looking

back and now updating their view of L. Ron Hubbard.”

J, “Cults suck.. So on point and funny it's sad. Especially disconnection. Relevant to these

Trump times. Keep writing Al N. I would love to read your take on inferiority/superiority

complexes of tiny-minded cult leaders.”
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CM, “much fun. had a great time reading this on the deck, it was a great read to relax with, fun

and interesting if your looking for a satirical look inside this religion”

The book by Al N. Graham has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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